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ABSTRACT Lanthanide complexes are now widely used as powerful auxiliaries for protein crystallisation to improve the crucial 

nucleation and phasing steps. We systematically analysed the influence of the commercial crystallisation kit composition on the 

efficiency of two lanthanide additives [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] and Tb-Xo4, we developed. This study revealed that our initial the tris-

dipicolinate complex presents a lower chemical stability and a strong tendency to self-crystallisation detrimental for its use in high-

throughput robotised crystallisation platform. In particular, we reported herein the crystal structures of 

(Mg(H2O)6)3[Eu(DPA)3]2∙7H2O (1), {(Ca(H2O)4)3[Eu(DPA)3]2}n∙11nH2O (2) and {Cu(DPA)(H2O)2}n (3) resulting from 

spontaneous crystallisation in the presence of divalent alkaline earth cation or transmetallation. On the other hand, the Tb-Xo4 is 

perfectly soluble in the crystallisation media, stable in the presence of alkaline-earth dications and slowly decomposed (within 

days) by trans-metalation with transition metals. The original structure of [Tb4L4(H2O)4]Cl4·15H2O (4) is also described. In this 

article, we also discussed the potential beneficial interactions between the crystallisation mixture components and Tb-Xo4 leading 

to the formation of more complex adducts observed in the case of the AdKA protein crystallisation, like {AdkA/Tb-

Xo4/Mg
2+

/glycerol} in the protein binding sites. The observation of such multi-components adducts illustrates the complexity and 

the versatility of the supramolecular chemistry occurring at the surface of proteins. 

Introduction 
 

Over the past decade, the number of X-rays protein structures 

deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB 

https://www.rcsb.org/) has increased steadily despite the 

emergence of alternative techniques, such as NMR or cryoEM. 

Almost 90 % of new-deposited structures are still elucidated 

using X-ray crystallography. However, this last method still 

suffers from two major chokepoints that have a great impact 

on its efficiency : i) the production of high-quality single 

crystals and ii) the phase determination which is mandatory 

for electron density map calculation.
1-2

 The structural 

genomics statistics actually estimates that only 10% of the 

purified proteins will see their structure solved, consequently 

leaving a considerable room for improvement in the protein 

biochemistry and protein crystallisation fields.
3
 To tackle these 

drawbacks, the main stream developments are concentrated in 

the field of technology: improvement of structure 

determination pipelines, building of more intense radiation 

sources or use of XFEL source to address even smaller 

crystals, and use of high-throughput crystallisation platforms 

to screen an even larger number of conditions with a reduced 

amount of purified protein sample.
4-5

 Unfortunately, the 

certain success of these developments leads, in comparison, to 

neglect the traditional methodological approaches, in 

particular, the research for low-cost additives that can either 

stimulate the crystallisation or solve the phase determination 

problems or even better both simultaneously. 

Indeed, it is well known that incorporation in a protein crystal 

of well-ordered heavy atom enable the solution of the phase 

problem using anomalous-based methods – Single-wavelength 

Anomalous Dispersion (SAD) and Multi-wavelength 

Anomalous Dispersion (MAD).
6
 These heavy atoms can be 
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introduced in a covalent way as pioneered by the Doublié’s S-

to-Se replacement using selenomethionine or in a non-

covalent way using lanthanide complexes.
7
 On the other hand, 

the development of additives that facilitate the nucleation 

process was initially focused on heterogeneous compounds 

like minerals, natural materials such as horse and human hair, 

nano-porous materials
8-9

 and more recently molecular 

imprinted polymers.
10-11

 However, these solid additives are 

hardly compatible with the widely-used homogeneous high-

throughput crystallisation methods. 

Figure 1. Selected examples of the three families of soluble 

additives used in protein crystallography. (i) Keggin 

polyoxometalate structure of [Ce(-PW11O39)2]
10-

, (ii) p-

sulfonatocalix[4]arene (slx4) and lanthanide derivatives 

studied in this work (iii) tris-dipicolinate [Na]3[Ln(DPA)3] and 

(iv) crystallophore (Tb-Xo4). 

 

Recently, new soluble additives were developed that are fully 

compatible with the automated crystallisation screening 

systems (Figure 1): i) the polyoxo-metalates developed by 

Rompel and co-workers,
12-15

 ii) the anionic or neutral 

macrocycles proposed by the team of Crowley (phosphonated 

or sulfonato-calix[4,6,8]arenes, and cucurbituryls…),
16-19

 and 

the lanthanide complexes (iii) tris-dipicolinate
20-21

 and iv) 

crystallophore (Tb-Xo4),
22

 developed by our group. All these 

species can be considered as “molecular glues” inducing a 

network of supramolecular interactions with proteins in 

solution, favoring nucleation and crystalline contacts in the 

packing. Among these three families of additives, 

polyoxometalate and lanthanide complexes contain heavy 

atoms (tungsten, europium or terbium, respectively) and can 

therefore solve simultaneously the nucleating and the phase 

determination issues. In particular, based on our own statistics 

obtained on twenty proteins, the crystallophore increases the 

number of crystallisation hits by a factor 3-to-7, gives better 

quality crystals generally suppressing twinning issue and 

enables de novo phasing in more than 80% of the cases even 

in complicated ones where selenation was unsuccessful.
23

 

Furthermore, Tb-Xo4 was also shown to be compatible with 

micro-seeding, counter-diffusion crystallisation methods and 

serial crystallography (mesh-and-collect method).
23-24

 Both 

[Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] and Tb-Xo4 complexes are now 

commercially available and frequently used by the 

biocrystallographers community to solve the structures of 

biological macromolecules of interest for nucleation and/or for 

phasing steps.
25-31

 As a consequence, we now have some 

feedback from several structural biology projects involving 

state-of-the-art high-throughput protocols (pipetting robots, 

commercial crystallization kits). Several unexpected results 

suggest interactions between the lanthanide complexes and the 

crystallization mixtures that can lead to false positive 

crystallization results or apparent cooperative behavior 

favoring the lanthanide complex/protein interaction. In this 

article, we describe two representative examples of such 

unexpected results: a false positive hit observed during the 

crystallisation of the Acriflavine resistant protein B (AcrB) 

from Escherichia coli in the presence of [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] and 

an apparent cooperative behavior in the crystal structure of 

adenylate kinase (AdkA) from Methanothermococcus 

thermolithotrophicus in the presence of Tb-Xo4. In order to 

rationalise these results, we explore the behavior of our Ln-

based additives in the conventional crystallisation kits with a 

particular focus on the role of divalent alkaline earth or 

transition metal dications and evidence detrimental auto-

crystallisation processes and trans-metalation reactions. 

Results and discussions 

The crystallisation of AcrB, whose structure was already 

described (PDB id code: 2GIF), was performed in the presence 

and absence of [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] using the High-throughput 

Crystallisation facility (HTXlab, EMBL-Grenoble) with six 

commercial crystallisation kit (see SI). The drops were 

regularly inspected to detect the crystallisation events and 

study the effect of the lanthanide additive.  

Figure 2. Crystallisation drops of AcrB from E. coli alone 

(left) and in the presence of [Eu(DPA)3]3- (right) in 

transmission (a) or under 315 nm irradiation (b).  
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A typical comparison is reported in the Figure 2; the protein 

alone precipitates as an amorphous slurry whereas in the 

presence of [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 exploitable crystals have been 

obtained that were strongly luminescent under UV-irradiation 

(Figure 2). However, after analysis, these crystals did not 

contain any protein and are simply composed of pure 

[Eu(DPA)3]
3-

. Consequently, the self-crystallisation of the 

lanthanide complex in the presence of the protein represents a 

typical example of false positive hit hampering practical co-

crystallisation experiments with proteins.  

On the other hand, the crystallisation trial of proteins from the 

marine archea Methanothermococcus thermolithotrophicus 

performed in the presence and absence of crystallophore Tb-

Xo4 allowed us to solve four protein structures,
23, 30-31

 

including AdkA. The problem observed in the case of 

crystallisation of AcrB with [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3], such as the self-

crystallisation of the lanthanide complex, was not observed. 

The structure of AdkA (PDB id code: 6HF7) was solved at 

1.96 Å resolution in a condition containing 50 mM of 

magnesium ion.
19

 The asymmetric unit contains a homo-trimer 

(Figure 3a) and two of the four bound Tb-Xo4 molecules with 

the highest occupancy (0.7) were unambiguously modelled. 

The two Tb-Xo4 molecules are located at the same site on two 

AdkA monomers, and involve an identical supramolecular 

interactions network. The analogous site on third protein 

monomer is unoccupied due to particular crystal contacts. A 

detailed investigation of the binding pocket reveals the 

involvement of a hydrated magnesium dication bridging the 

crystallophore with the surface protein through aspartate 90 

(Figure 3b). The second feature is the presence of a glycerol 

molecule from the protein buffer, completing the coordination 

sphere of the terbium ion. Starting from this crystal structure, 

the main binding site was investigated using DFT calculation 

(see SI). The strongest interaction involves the hydrated 

magnesium and the aspartate residue (D90) ensuring the 

binding of the crystallophore to AdkA surface and 

corresponding to a global interaction energy of -25.3 kcal·mol
-

1
 (Figure S1 and table S1). This unexpected formation of a 

{AdkA/Tb-Xo4/Mg
2+

/glycerol} adduct at the surface of the 

AdkA protein surface is comparable to the recently reported 

structure of FprA with a {FprA/Tb-Xo4/Ca
2+

/glycerol} 

adduct.
32 

In both cases, a glycerol molecule was also involved 

near Tb-Xo4. The alkaline-earth cation (Mg
2+

 or Ca
2+

) as well 

as glycerol were present in the crystallisation mixture.  

The results obtained during the crystallisation of AcrB with 

[Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] and the M. thermolithotrophicus proteins 

with Tb-Xo4 prompted us to investigate systematically the 

behavior of the two complexes with the different constituents 

of several commercial crystallisation kits (Tables S2, S3) 

routinely used for automated crystallisation experiments at the 

HTX lab (EMBL, Grenoble). These kits represent a total of 

576 unique conditions varying the pH and nature of the buffer 

(TRIS, MES, HEPES, citric acid, sodium acetate…), diverse 

types of salts (NaCl, (NH4)2SO3, MgCl2, CaCl2…) and 

different precipitants (polyethyleneglycol of various length, 

methyl-2,4-pentanediol, isopropanol…) at different 

concentrations. In order to evaluate the behavior of our 

lanthanide-based additives in such media, the lanthanide 

complexes were systematically tested alone, one-by-one, in 

these conventional crystallisation kits. The experiment was 

performed by mixing equal volume of the additive solution at 

the desired concentration (10-100 mM for Tb-Xo4, 25-100 

mM for [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3]) with the crystallisation solution to 

form a sitting drop (Tables S1 and S2). Then, we evaluated the 

presence of potential lanthanide complexes self-crystallisation 

or precipitate formation by conventional imaging techniques 

and the instability of the complexes by the disappearance of 

the lanthanide emission signal under UV irradiation.  

 

Figure 3. b) Trimer of AdkA from M. thermolithotrophicus 

co-crystallized with Tb-Xo4 (10 mM, Tb
3+

 in blue) in the 

presence of MgCl2; the three individual AdkA units forming 

the trimer are represented in salmon, light green and aqua 

blue. b) Insights into the Tb-Xo4 main binding site. GOL: 

glycerol, Mg
2+

 in orange, O in red, C in gray and N in blue. 

 

The spontaneous crystallisation of [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] was 

observed in 10% of the conditions at 25 mM and this ratio 

increased up to 30% at 100 mM. The analysis of these 

conditions indicated that high concentrations of salt (such as 
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NaCl, (NH4)2SO3...), typically higher than 0.8 M, the presence 

of divalent salts (Ca
2+

, Mg
2+

) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol or 

isopropanol favored the self-crystallisation of the tris-

dipicolinate complex. The increase of the anionic strength or 

the decrease of the solubility of the complex in the presence of 

alcohol in the media are classical ways to promote 

crystallisation, in which the effect of divalent cations was less 

expected. Therefore, the reactions of [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] with 

each alkaline-earth salts (MgCl2, CaCl2 or BaCl2) were 

undertaken. The lower solubility of the divalent alkaline earth 

chloride solutions into an aqueous [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] solution 

results in the fast formation of transparent crystals, which were 

almost insoluble in water and organic solvent. Diffraction 

experiments performed on these crystals revealed the 

formation of structures of the following compounds 

(Mg(H2O)6)3[Eu(DPA)3]2∙7H2O (1), {(Ca(H2O)4)3 

[Eu(DPA)3]2}n∙11nH2O (2) and of the previously reported 

{[Eu(DPA)3]2Ba3(H2O)16]∙4H2O}n.
33,34-35

 

Figure 4. Projection along the b-axis of the unit-cell of the 

crystal packing of complex 1, (Mg(H2O)6)3[Eu(DPA)3]2∙7H2O. 

For clarity, hydrogen atoms and non-coordinated water 

molecules have been removed. 

Crystal data and refinement parameters are given in Table S4, 

whereas selected bond lengths are compiled in Tables S5 and 

S7. In these structures, the Na
+
 counter-ion was completely 

replaced by Mg
2+

/Ca
2+

/Ba
2+

, respectively, which are 

coordinated by water or by [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 carboxylate forming 

3-to-2 assemblies with the complex (Figures 4 and 5). The 

crystal structures explain the strong decrease of solubility. 

While the structure of 1 exhibits isolated [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 and 

[Mg(H2O)6]
2+

 units (Figure 4), 2 presents a 3D network with 

[Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 building blocks connected together through 

[Ca(H2O)6]
2+

 or [Ca(H2O)8]
2+

 bridges (Figures 5). In that latter 

case, an oxygen atom of one (for two ligands) or both (for one 

ligand) the two DPA carboxy functions complete the Ca
2+

 

environment creating links in the three directions between 

Eu(III) and Ca(II) complexes. The geometric configurations of 

both complexes were analyzed with the help of SHAPE2.1 

program (Tables S6 and S8 for compounds 1 and 2, 

respectively). Each Eu
3+

 cations environment within 1 and 2 

structures fit well with a nona-coordinate capped square 

antiprism (CSAPR-9, C4v) and a tricapped trigonal prism 

(TCTPR-9, D3h), in the compounds 1 and 2, respectively. All 

the Eu-O and Eu-N bond lengths (Tables S5 and S7) are in 

good agreement with those observed in the literature.
36-39 

During automated crystallisation experiments, we also noticed 

that the characteristic red emission of [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 

disappeared systematically for all the formulations containing 

transition metal ions (with M
2+

 = Cd
2+

, Zn
2+

, Ni
2+

, Fe
2+

, Co
2+

 

and mix). Measurements of the [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] emissions 

were performed in the presence of MCl2 in diluted water 

solution ([Ln] = 1 mM, Figure S5). The luminescence of 

[Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] is rapidly quenched after addition of 1 eq. of 

MCl2 and about 80% of the emission had disappeared after 60 

s.  
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Figure 5. (a) molecular building block of {(Ca(H2O)4)3[Eu(DPA)3]2}n∙11nH2O complex 2; (b) projection along the c-axis of the 

unit-cell in order to highlight [Ca(H2O)n]
2+

 (in orange) and [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 (in blue) planes running perpendicularly to the b-axis of 

the unit-cell. For clarity, hydrogen atoms and non-coordinated water molecules have been removed.  

 

 

Figure 6. (a) molecular unit of 3 with important labels; (b) 

projection along the a-axis of the unit-cell of 

{Cu(DPA)(H2O)2}n chains running along the c-axis of the 

unit-cell.  

This competition experiment was also performed at a 

concentration closer to the crystallisation conditions and the 

slow diffusion of a CuCl2 solution (50 mM) in 

[Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] (50 mM) led to the formation of crystals of 

{Cu(DPA)(H2O)2}n (3) suitable for X-rays diffraction analysis 

(Figure 6, Tables S4 and S9). Cu(II) is coordinated to one 

deprotonated ligand (via two oxygen and one nitrogen atoms) 

and two water molecules. The distorted cation octahedral ML6 

{O5N1} environment is then completed by one oxygen atom 

(O3) belonging to one neighboring complex unit. This bridge 

leads to the formation of chains of complexes running along 

the c-axis of the unit-cell with a Cu
2+

…Cu
2+

 intra-chain 

distance equals to 3.87 Ǻ. All the Cu-N, Cu-O bond lengths 

and O-Cu-O, N-Cu-O bond angles (Table S9) are in agreement 

with those usually listed in the literature for corresponding 

systems.
40

 {Cu(DPA)(H2O)2}n chains perfectly stack one 

above the others in the a-direction of the unit-cell and are 

slightly shifted in the c-direction of the unit-cell. Structural 

cohesion between chains is assumed by weak interactions 

(hydrogen bonds and Van der Walls interactions). These 

results indicated that a transmetalation reaction occurs very 

rapidly between [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 and transition metal cations 

leading to the destruction of the lanthanide complex in 

solution. 

The behavior of the Tb-Xo4 complex in the automated 

crystallisation conditions is completely different with all drops 

remaining perfectly homogeneous, without any sign of 

precipitation at 10 mM concentration. At 100 mM, only 3 

conditions over 576 led to the formation of micro-crystalline 

precipitate (Figures S2-4). These conditions contain among 

other components ammonium fluoride, calcium acetate or 

ammonium sulfate as well as polyethylene glycol. These 

microcrystals were not suitable for X-ray diffraction and we 

were unable to produce larger and better diffracting crystals in 

these conditions. After several crystallisation attempts, we 

hardly grew Tb-Xo4 crystals of global formula 

[Tb4L4(H2O)4]Cl4·15H2O (4) from slow evaporation of a Tb-

Xo4/water/acetonitrile mixture (Tables S4, S10 and S11). 

These crystals are luminescent in the green upon UV 

irradiation (Figure 7). In the structure, four Tb-Xo4 complexes 

assemble in a remarkable tetrameric supramolecular 

architecture (Figure 7). Each Tb(III) atom is coordinated in a 

{N5O4} environment. The deprotonated ligand L is 

coordinated by two oxygen atoms from the carboxylate 

moieties and five nitrogen ones from the pyridine and the 

triazacyclononane macrocycle. The Tb-O bond lengths (2.403 

Å) are shorter than Tb-N ones (2.566 Å) and are in good 

agreement with those previously reported in the literature for 

identical complexes.
41

 The coordination sphere is further 

completed by the two oxygen atoms from one water molecule 

with Tb-O bond length (2.449 Å) comparable to other Tb-

O(L) ones and one oxygen atom from the carbonyl fragment 

belonging to the ligand of a neighboring complex with a 

shorter Tb-O bond (2.265 Å). The later interaction forces the 

positioning of the second complex with a 90° angle in relation 

to the first one. As all four complexes have the same 
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environment Tb-Xo4 associates as a square tetramer (Figure 

7). The charge is balanced by the presence of four Cl
-
 anions 

within the unit-cell. Fifteen non-coordinated water molecules 

also co-crystallize within the unit-cell. Both of these non-

coordinated molecules or anions are located in channels 

running along the c-axis of the unit-cell and generated by the 

global complexes packing.  

 

Figure 7. Structure of complex 4. For clarity, hydrogen atoms, 

non-coordinated chloride and water molecules are omitted. 

Crystal of complex 4 emitting green light under UV irradiation 

(ex = 254 nm, inset). 

In addition, stability experiments in solution have been 

performed for the Tb-Xo4 complex, in the same conditions as 

those done for the [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] complex. Firstly, addition 

of 1 equivalent of MCl2 to a Tb-Xo4 solution led to a much 

slower decrease of the green luminescence. 80% luminescence 

decrease occurs over several days (Figure S6) compared to the 

almost luminescence decrease observed with seconds for 

[Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] (Figure S5). Secondly, in the presence of 

alkaline-earth salts (MgCl2, CaCl2, BaAc2 1 to 10 equivalents), 

the luminescence intensity of Tb-Xo4 doesn’t vary over up to 

100 days (Figure S7) whereas [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 precipitates and/or 

self-crystallizes. All results indicated that a transmetalation 

reaction occurs between the two lanthanide complexes and 

transition metal cations but with a very different kinetic 

underlining a higher stability for the macrocyclic Tb-Xo4 

complex. In addition, in the presence of alkaline-earth salts, 

Tb-Xo4 is highly stable whereas [Eu(DPA)3]
3-

 precipitates 

and/or self-crystallises.  

Conclusion. 

In this article, we analyzed the use of two lanthanide 

complexes ([Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] and Tb-Xo4) as nucleating 

agents in two protein crystallization experiments. We 

discovered that [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] can self-crystallize and give 

false positive crystallization hits in particular in the presence 

of alkaline-earth. We also uncovered a potential interaction 

between Tb-Xo4 and some chemicals present in protein 

crystallization kits, leading to the formation of complex 

adducts such as {AdkA/Tb-Xo4/Mg
2+

/GOL} or {FprA/Tb-

Xo4/Ca
2+

/GOL} at the surface of proteins. We thus analyzed 

the behavior of the additives alone in the same commercial 

crystallization kits. This study reveals that the initial tris-

dipicolinate complex presents a lower chemical stability and a 

strong tendency to self-crystallisation detrimental for its use in 

high-throughput robotized crystallisation platform. On the 

other hand, the Tb-Xo4 is perfectly soluble in the 

crystallisation media, stable in the presence of alkaline-earth 

dications and slowly decomposed (within days) by trans-

metalation with transition metals. We therefore recommend to 

use Tb-Xo4 over [Na]3[Eu(DPA)3] as “protein glue” in HTX 

crystallization assay. The tris-dipicolinate is better suited for 

soaking experiments of native crystal in a more controlled 

medium.  
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